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If you can contribute any articles, wish to make your point of view known etc please send to or phone  

01202 625825      JamesIParry@talktalk.net  

 

The content does not follow any logical order or set out, it’s “as I put it in and receive”. 

 

Thanks to Mark Venter back issues are available for download from    http://www.cmac.net.nz 

 

Writings and opinions expressed are the opinion of the writer but not necessarily the compiler/publisher of 

Sticks and Tissue. 

 

 
Another of Peter Renggli and Urs Brand Swiss photos, model is an Antares 
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The Glevum Glider By J. P. Roles A 36 in. span lightweight contest glider from the 

Glevum (Gloucester) M.A.C.   From Model Aircraft November 1952 
(Ideal model for the 36” glider comps run by Peterborugh Club) 

 

This glider was designed bearing 

in mind the idea that if plans were 

drawn up and circulated among 

the club members for a small 

charge, it might be possible to 

raise sufficient money to 

purchase a club glider trophy. 

An excellent job of the drawing 

was made by draughtsman 

clubmate F. H. Ford, and the 

whole idea was a success. With a 

small sum added from the club’s 

funds, we now have our first 

silver trophy, which will be competed for annually on the club’s gala day. 

On the occasion of the first contest to be flown for models built to the Glevum plan, my own model flew 

over 8 min. o.o.s. The design has proved to be very stable both on and off the line, and apart from being 

suitable for a beginner’s model, it is well capable of “big model” performance in the hands of an 

experienced flier. 

Fuselage 

Begin in the normal manner by building the two sides on the plan from 1/8 in. sq. It is to be recommended 

that the longerons are stripped from  1/8in. sheet, as this will ensure that they have equal bending qualities. 

Bring the sides together first with formers F3 and F4, and then at the extreme tail, firmly cementing. After 

adding top and bottom spacers, commence the nose construction. Cover the top of the nose with 1/32 in. 

sheet, grain running length ways trimming to shape after cementing it into position. Cover the underside 

forward of F4 with 1/32 in. sheet, with the grain running across the fuselage. Cement and bind the towhooks 

on to the 1/4 in. x  1/8in. hard balsa skid before cementing it on to the underside of the fuselage. Construct 

the fin as part of the fuselage, but do not add platform Pl until the model has been covered. 

Wing 

Pin down the leading and trailing edge to the plan in the usual way and cement the leading edge dihedral 

brace to one wing half and the trailing edge one to the other. Cement all the wing ribs into position and lastly 

the 1/8 in. sq. spar. When both wing halves are dry they should be brought together over the plan of the 

centre-section, with each tip raised 3 in. and the construction completed. In shaping the leading and trailing 

edges, take care that they follow the wing section, for this is most 

important. 

Tailplane 

Construction here is quite simple. Be sure that your building board 

is absolutely flat, and well cement all joints when making up the 

trailing edge. Cover the centre-section with 1/32 in. sheet, grain 

running spanwise, and add the underfin after covering is 

completed. 

Finishing 

Smooth the airframe carefully with fine sandpaper and cover with 

lightweight Modelspan. Give the whole model two coats of clear dope, well thinned except for the tailplane, 

for which one coat will be sufficient. It is advisable to confine colour-doping mainly to the fuselage. It is 

quite a good plan to print your name and address on the front of F3, so that it is visible through the celluloid 

cockpit cover. 
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From Bill Wells 
 

                          There I was in 2010 fighting the Pension company to get the Pension they had promised and 

not what they proposed to pay when there was a banging and clattering on the front door. The postman had 

arrived with a rather bulky envelope. At last I thought the Pension company have seen the light and sent me 

wads of cash!! No it was a quite unexpected gift from Gray of Sports Channel fame. It was a plan of Peter 

Fisher’s Sunduster. Well I need not tell you how I spent the next few hours. I went through Mr Fisher’s book 

Collectors Guide to Model Aero Engines but just could not find a Sunduster. On the Cover of the book was 

a picture of a Greater Duster a somewhat bigger version of the model!! Looking at the Plan it was clearly the 

same size wing as a Junior 60 but had a much shorter fuselage rather like the size of a Halfax Spartan. It had 

a big tail plane but relatively small fin although like the Junior 60 and Spartan it had a sub-fin which 

doubled as a tailskid. I must admit I spent a lot of time looking at the front of the fuselage. Well the original 

model was a free flight model powered by a Sparky so the engine had a bowl tank under carburettor to hold 

thimble full of petrol which left plenty of space behind the firewall to fit a battery coil condenser. For an 

R/C version provision would have to made for descent size tank. The undercarriage was rather a flimsy 

affair, fine for a free flight model but it would not put up with our rough grass field and the usual circuits 

and bumps associated with a Radio Model. 

                         Soon a decision was made to build it. A lot of time was spent thinking around problems, 

because at times I had to deviate from the plan. The wing was a problem because the structure was without a 

spar or ‘D’ section leading edge. The end ribs of the wing panels were glued to the end ribs of the centre 

section so that the whole weight of the fuselage was taken through these double glued together ribs! Now 

this arragement was not going to put up with steep turns, sharp pull ups or the somewhat rough surface and 

occasional tip overs of RC flying. The wing also had a lot of dihedral which didn’t seem any more than the 

Junior 60 which managed OK so I built the wing as shown on the plan then carefully cut a slot behind the 

middle set of ¼ square runners (for want of a better word) and added a plywood dihedral brace out as far as 

the first bay of each wing panel. The fuselage sides were made more or less to the plan. Before joining the 

sides together with the cross pieces I glued engine bearers along the inside of each side panel. The bearers 

strengthen the sides of the fuselage, support the paxolin mounting plate for the engine, form a gap for the 

fuel tank and support a plywood plate for the radio gear. I wanted to be able to remove the fuel tank to get at 

the battery so I mounted the fuel tank on and in the centre of a piece of plywood the same width as the inside 

of the fuselage. Then glued balsa runners under the engine bearers so that the mounted fuel tank would slide 

on its plywood mounting on top of the balsa runners but beneath the hardwood bearers. The fuel tank cannot 

slip backwards because of another plywood plate mounted against it on top of the bearers which is fixed by 

two wood screws and doubles as the servo and radio mounting plate. The space underneath the fuel tank is 

used to house the radio battery. Most of the wiring is kept loose out of the way below the radio / servo 

mounting plate. The undercarriage is attached as a unit to the underside of the fuselage using saddle clamps. 

This arrangement has two advantages, the lower corners of the fuselage are reinforced with hard wood and 

the fuselage is much easier to sand and cover. The fuselage internal deviations from the plan are not really 

noticeable. Only the external undercarriage hints a departure from the original plan. The wing shows no 

external modification. The tail plane was modified by the addition of a hinged elevator. The internal bracing 

of the fin was not as shown on the plan thus making it easier to use part of it as a hinged rudder. 

                            Although physically I wasn’t ill my Doctor thought otherwise so nearly all 2011 was taken 

up with hospital visits. Progress with the Sunduster slowed down but continued as a form of theraby. Being 

a SUN-Duster I thought only SOLAR-Tex yellow with red SUN-burst stripes would be appropriate. 

Anyway the great day for the first flight came on 26th October 2011. The engine at that time was an Enya 19 

R/C. Those initial flights were just the beginning of a long saga which I will leave to next time. 

                            My model has a span of 61¾ inches chord 8½ inches length is 40½ inches and weighs 3lbs 

3½ ozs. Engines used Enya 19-V , Enya 15-III , OS 10 FP & OS 15 LA 

                          Just thought readers might be amused by the following. Recently over heard on a flight line, 

the authoritarian voice of the intelligentsia said, ‘Get the height before turning down wind, there is NO lift 

downwind’!! I immediately felt sorry for poor old Dan Bernoulli as he must have got it all wrong! I then 

envisaged hundreds of model tent pegged into the ground at the beginning of the downwind leg!! 
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“Scout Experimental” A. W. GARRY designed this model of the famous World War 

One S.E.5A, for 1—1.5 c.c. motors From Model Aircraft April 1954 
 

Needing little introduction, the S.E.5A was one of the most formidable “fighting scouts” designed during the 

Great War. Many a famous “Ace” piled up his grim score on the “5A”, and it may justly be termed “The 

Spitfire of World War One “. 

Build the basic box fuselage first, and add formers 1 and 2. Cut, drill, and fit-but do not cement- motor 

bearers. Test-fit motor to ensure that correct side thrust is obtainable, then cement the bearers rigidly in 

place. Add all coaming formers and stringers, but not the centre section longeron marked X. Now make two 

centre section strut units over plan from 18-g. wire, add the 20-g. bracing wires, with their top ends formed 

into 1/16in. eyelets, and fair off the struts with 3/8 x 1/16in. each side. Cut two lengths of tin strip  3/16in. 

wide and 5 1/2 in. long, cement to longeron X as plan, and bind 

on the strut units with fuse wire. Do not solder yet. Now cement 

X firmly into place in formers. Cover top decking from B to 

cockpit, with 1/32 in. hard balsa. The centre section unit may now 

be assembled, binding all joints with fuse wire. Now check from 

front for “squareness,” i.e. making sure that one wing will not be 

lower than the other, seen from the 

front. Finally, solder the front cross bracing wires in. The near 

ones are omitted for simplicity. Make two undercarriage clips 

from 18-g. wire, solder to strip tin  3/16in. x  1/4in., and firmly 

bind and cement to bottom longerons. Cement in 3/16 in. X 1/2 

in. hard balsa nose reinforcements in bottom of fuselage between A and B. The fuselage may now be 

sheeted in with 1/8 in. balsa, at all points marked Y, and also fuselage bottom from B to D formers. Cut out 

tube carriers from 3/16in. sheet, and cement in place. Fit two strong paper or paxolin tubes across fuselage, 

and also bracing eyes (pins formed into eyes and bound to – 1/8in. sq. spruce). Strongly cement  1/8in. X  

1/4in. spruce strip between bottom longerons at W, and bind and cement 18-g. tube to it, to form rear U/C 

leg anchorage. 

Mainplanes (Upper) 

Build in the usual manner, but do not (a) cement in leading edge at centre section. This should be left until 

dihedral angle is being made (b) do not cement trailing edge at X for the same reason. The centre section 

ribs are cut short at the trailing edge, but not yet faired off Half inch lengths of brass tube are bound with 

fuse wire to  1/8in. sq. spruce strips, and cemented between ribs as shown. This will necessitate cutting away 

the underside of the main-spars (on top wings only) to accommodate these tube fittings. Reinforcing strips 

3/8 in. X 1/8in. should be cemented each side of the tube fittings. When wing panel is finished, crack main 

spars at dihedral points marked, insert plenty of cement at joints, add plywood dihedral “keepers “, and 

whilst cement is still wet, pin down centre section (using greaseproof paper underneath) prop up wing tips to 

1 7/8 in. and making sure that this cannot alter, leave to set overnight. When dry, sand both panels as usual, 

and strongly cement and butt-join both wing panels. Pin down centre section again, raise both wing tips, to 

correct dihedral angle of 1 7/8 in. Now the L.E. may be cemented in and fillets also. Now cement 1/2in. X 

3/16 in. strip on top of centre Section trailing edge, and fair off ribs to match. The top centre section may 

now be filled in with 1/32 in. sheet, and the bottom outer bay with 1/16 in. sheet to provide platform for the 

C/S wing runners. Finally, sand off the complete wing unit, and make certain that all centre section and 

dihedral joints are strongly cemented. 

Lower Mainplane 

Build as top mainplanes, but no dihedral “ keepers” used. Strongly fillet and cement dihedral joints. The 

interplane strut wire fittings on each plane, should stand just slightly “proud” of the covering. For the lower 

wing attachments, bind  4in. lengths of 20-g. wire to  1/8in. sq. spruce strip, and after passing wire through 

root rib as shown, firmly cement the strip to mainspar, the end of the wire lengths being now bent into hooks 

just fitting inside paper tubes on fuselage. The dihedral on both main-planes are the same, i.e. 1 7/8 its, at 

tips. 

Undercarriage 

Make two legs from  1/8in. sheet ply and four from 1/16in. balsa. Makefront” trigger” pivot from i-g. 
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and rear pivot (which clips into clips on longerons) from 16-g. Bind pivots to legs, test fit in U/C clips 

until very slight forward rake is obtained, and then firmly cement the bindings. Cut axle spreader from 1/8in. 

plywood, groove to take 16-g. axle, and cement between legs. Add 1/16in. balsa legs and sand to streamline 

shape. The 20-g. cross bracing wires may now be soldered in, the lower ends passing through axle spreader 

bar, and being turned over into hooks to form elastic band anchorage for shock absorbing axle. Rear 

undercarriage legs are cut from1/2 in. X 1/8 in. strip leather, the front end being attached by a small wood-

screw to U/C legs, and the rear having 18-g. fitting to engage in tube at W. Wheels are made from 1/8in. 

plywood blanks 31/2 in. diameter. Fit 16-g. axle bushes, and cement on tyres cut from 1/4in. balsa. The 

wheel discs are made from thin card, which should be cemented on after axle has been passed through legs 

and retaining washers soldered on. A strong elastic band can now be wound over axle and round hook to 

form shock absorbing attachment. 

Mock Assembly 

The completed airframe should now be assembled to see that all parts “ click “ together. Fit U/C, pass elastic 

band over dowel rod and “ trigger “. Attach tall units with bands stretched over pins embedded in longerons 

and spacers. Pass elastic bands through tubes on a wire hook and attach lower  planes. Top plane is held by 

elastic bands over runners. Now make dummy struts from soft wire, and test and Cut, until gap between 

mainplanes is constant. Note carefully the dimensions of these dummy struts. On the author’s model, the 

front strut was 6 3/4in. long and the rear  6 7/8in., but this may vary very slightly, on different models. 

Having now obtained correct length from dummy struts, cut 1/8 in. x  1/8 in. spruce strips , 1/16in. longer 

than these.  Bind the 20-g. wire fittings to each end, and then cement to  3/8in. x 1/8 in. hard balsa strip, with 

the wire fitting sandwiched between them. Finally sand off the struts to streamline shape. Having 

ascertained that the struts fit, the airframe may now be covered with heavy Modelspan. Do not stretch the 

covering too tightly over flying surfaces, as it has a tendency to contract over a long period. Give one coat of 

clear dope, and then one coat of thin banana oil. This acts as a” filler” and enables coloured dope to take 

more easily and requires less coats. 

Assembly and Rigging 

Make four bracing hooks from 20-g. wire 1 1/2 in. long. Bend small hook at one end and  1/16 in. eyelet at 

the other. Pass the hook ends through eyelets in cross bracing wires on centre section, and pass two elastic 

bands over each hook across the fuselage. These form the tensioning “cables” for the bracing wires. Now 

assemble the tail unit, the undercarriage with two stout elastic bands over the dowel rod, and the “trigger “. 

Fit mainplanes and struts. Bracing is very simple and effective. Aileron, drift, and tail wires are omitted for 

simplicity. Attach one end of carpet thread to front bracing eye on tube carrier, bring up and through eyelet 

on front strut, down to rear strut, and up to rear eyelet on “tensioner”. Pull on thread, so that tension is fully 

extended, and knot tightly. Cut off loose end and attach other three bracing wires similarly. The mainplanes 

will now be seen to be braced rigidly for flight purposes, but capable of” giving” under impact. 

The motor is fitted through the hatchway at top of fuselage, and 1 1/2in. or 2 in. 8-B.A. bolts used.  It will be 

found much easier to fit motor, if the bolts are fitted with the head on top, and the nuts fitted up from 

underneath. The needle should be fitted with an 18-g. extension to reach just clear of the fuselage. 

The motor is fitted with a thin washer under each rear bolt to give slight down thrust. This will vary very 

slightly with each model. The completely rigged machine should be very slightly nose-heavy at a point 2 

3/4in. back from L.E. of top plane, but this is not critical. 

Test Flying 

Both the usual 8 X 4 or 9 1/2  X 4 3/4 Truflex airscrews should be tried. The S.E. is capable of a very 

smooth flat glide, simply by accurate adjustment of tailplane incidence, and this glide should be obtained 

over long grass, before power flight is attempted. 

Start off with tailplane at bottom of slot, and rudder 

central. Holding model by axle and tail skid launch it 

smartly, slightly nose down. If machine stalls, as it 

probably will, add strips of 1/32 in. hard balsa under 

leading edge of tail-plane, until the best possible 

glide is obtained. This incidence, once obtained, 

should be made permanent, and all subsequent flight 

adjustments obtained by varying motor side and 
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down thrust. 

Power flight tests may now be made. Launch smartly as before, with motor running 2/3 peak revs., and note 

flight path. It will probably turn to either direction and this may be corrected by not more than 1/16- in. 

movement of fin. Should this not correct undue turning, alter side thrust very slightly according to direction 

of turn. Now increase motor revs to maximum, and note flight path once more. If model stalls, and falls off 

into a spin, add a further washer between motor lug and rear bolts. If machine flies nose down, and refuses 

to climb, remove washer from rear engine bolt, and cut Out downthrust. The natural flight path of the 

S.E.5A, is a long flat banking climb to the left under torque and a straight or very slightly right.handed 

glide. The author will be pleased to answer any questions if a stamped addressed envelope is enclosed. 

 

From Ivan Poloni in italy 
 

This is our website - we send it with our most cordial greetings from Bergamo - Italy,  from all of us, Ivan P.  

--  please make it known to all your friends, very thanks ,  IvanB Best greetings for you and your all friends -                                        

www.gruppofalchi.com 

 

 
 

 

From George Stringwell 

 
After a super couple of weeks of weather early in March we are back into the wind and rain so I have 

managed some workshop time and finished another model.  This one is a bit different, it is a modified "Can-

Can" canard from the 1960's.  It has special significance for me as the model was started back in those days 

by my great friend and flying buddy, the late John Harrison.  John originally intended to finish it as a rudder 

only model, like the designer's original, but after completing and covering the outer wing panels and framing 

up the modified fore plane and centre section, it was put aside and languished at the back of his workshop 

for the next 30 years.  On John's untimely death I acquired the part built model and it spent another ten years 

at the back of my workshops, both in Cheshire and later in France. 

When we decided to organise a "Complete a Model" build off in RC Groups I decided that the Can-can was 

the ideal subject for two reasons; first of all it would be nice to finish it 40 years after John started as a 

tribute and memory of a good modeller and nice guy, and secondly as I have always wanted to build another 

canard following a successful single channel one I had fifty years ago.  However, more changes were in 

order.  Instead of the Cox .049 John had intended to use it was now going to be electric with a 140 watt out 

runner, it was going to have pitch control which meant devising a rocking cradle mount for the fore plane 

and also twin fin/rudders in place of the large single one of the original.  As a consequence of the changes 

http://www.gruppofalchi.com/
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the fuselage is an entirely different design from the plan, built around a 1/4" x 1/8" spruce crutch for 

strength. 

The out runner drives a 7" x 4" prop (LOTS of thrust!) from a 3S 1500 lipo through a 20 amp ESC, control 

is via two micro servos on the rudders and a metal geared HS80 on the fore plane and the receiver is a 6 

channel Orange 2.4 GHz, all up weight is 24 ounces and the CG is in the position indicated by the "canard 

CG calculator" about 3.5" in front of the main wing LE. 

Finish is unusual for me in being film - not my personal favourite, but as the wing outer panels were already 

covered in Solarfilm I didn't have much choice.  Sadly I only had Oracover film to hand and the yellow is 

rather different to the Solarfilm, but it doesn't look too bad.  First fligts area waiting a return of the decent 

weather. 

One of the photos shows it by way of contrast in company with the Flipper, the last model I finished, newly 

returned none the worse for spending three nights out in the French countryside after a control malfunction. 
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From Karl Gies 
 

I know this design does not fit on some of the forums it is sent to, say dime scale, but am posting it so that 

you can see that Japanese tissue over 1/4 mylar is pretty light. 

 

Here are the weights as the model progressed (and one of the few sort of empirical things ever done by 

Karl):   

 

fuselage uncovered: 14gm/.49oz; covered w/mylar: 15.9gm/.56oz; tissue & trim over mylar: 18.6gm/.65oz 

 

wing uncovered: 13.8gm/.48oz; covered w/mylar: 16.9gm/.59oz; tissue & trim over mylar: 20.3/.71oz 

 

stab uncovered: 4.4gm/.15oz; covered w/mylar: 5.6gm/.19oz; tissue&trim over mylar: 6.6gm/.23oz 

 

rudder uncovered: 1.7gm/.06oz; covered w/mylar: 2.1gm/.07oz; tissue&trim over mylar: 2.6gm/.09oz 

 

finished airframe w/tissue over mylar ; 49.5gm/1.74oz 

 

the prop w/two coats of thinned nitrate dope, 6.3gm/.22oz, nose block 4.81gm/.17oz;  prop, w/monofilament 

edging, fiberglass cloth, Z-Poxy, Design Master Floral Spray and stuff for a tensioned free wheeler, spring, 

washers, prop shaft. screw total 17.7gm/.62oz 

 

The Japanese tissue over 1/4 mil mylar is much tougher than straight tissue and it results in a very rigid 

structure from the shrinking of both materials. It is fiddly & frustrating at times to do it but the end result is 

very much worth the effort in my opinion. 

 

Total weight of model assembled in picture with all of the fittings: dowels, aluminum tubing, d.t. line, 

rubber bands etc. is 71.7gm/2.52oz. The fittings added .16oz. I was close to my target weight of no more 

than 2 1/2 ounces.  

 

I spoke w/Herb Kothe yesterday as he called me about Bob Laybourne passing away. I asked him about the 

Korda “C” Stick and Herb said he thought it was the best flying model in the SAM Small Rubber Stick 

category. At this time in Lewistown it is one below zero and lightly snowing w/a predicted low of twenty-

four below zero tonight and that is not figuring in the “wind chill” factor. A massive shop cleanup is called 

for and then on to the next model. Perhaps an Erie Daily Times or a KK Senator. Decisions, decisions! 

cheers, Karl Gies, aka Captain Cornell Crawford, Neighborhood Hero. Performing random acts of heroism 

and minor miracles on an almost daily basis in Lewistown, Montana, the Center of The Rural American 

West and home of “The Greater Central Montana Co-Prosperity Sphere.” 
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From Larry Davidson  
 

Here's my 96" Free flight Lanzo Bomber. Brown Jr. Power. Polyspan and butyrate Randolph dope 

 

Got second place at the SAM Champs in NV last October but really missed 1st place because it DT'd early. 

Fused burned faster than I calculated! The most graceful and long flight , 14 minutes as I remember. 

Look on pg 88 of the last issue of Model Aviation. 
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The Hawk semi scale high wing monoplane by J R Pearce from The Model Aeroplane 

Constructor July –August 1936. 
 

The “ Hawk” is an easily built monoplane suitable for the new comer to the hobby. It is constructed of balsa 

wood, covered with Japanese tissue, and rubber driven. The design incorporates only well proven features 

combining simplicity, lasting qualities and flying ability, together with the appearance of a semi-scale 

model. Its small span and light weight make it suitable for flying in restricted space where larger machines 

would soon be in trouble. Only a few sizes of materials are required, which again is a useful point to the 

beginner. Before starting construction, make a drawing showing the plan, front and side elevations of the 

model, double the size of those shown on the next page, thus giving you all main dimensions, full-size, over 

which the various parts can be built and checked. A sheet of waxed tissue should be pinned down over the 

drawing to keep it clean and prevent parts from sticking to it when being cemented. 

THE FUSELAGE consists of balsa veneer sides braced internally and joined together with cross braces. A 

method employed in the well-known “Crusader,” designed by Mr. J. W. Kenworthy. First sand down the 

1/32 balsa veneer until it is quite smooth. Place this under the side elevation of the fuselage (top drawing of 

model), with a piece of carbon paper between and make a tracing on to the veneer. Repeat this further along 

the veneer for the other fuselage side, then cut out the two sides with a razor blade. Place them together and 

sand their edges until they are dead equal all round. Check size with drawing and also mark all positions 

where the internal upright bracing struts (shown dotted) are to be cemented. A complete set of pairs of these 

uprights are then cut from a strip of 3/16 x 1/8 balsa and cemented in position on the insides of the fuselage 

veneer. In cementing all parts of the model always coat the two parts to be joined separately and allow to dry 

before giving a second coat and then placing them together. Balsa wood is very soft and absorbent and 

unless this point is followed only weak joints will result. 

THE UNDERCARRIAGE LEGS consist of 3 1/2in lengths of split bamboo, 1/4in wide by 1/32 thick, 

bent near a flame to the correct angle of track before fitting. Cement at the angle shown, to the inside of the 

fuselage. They are further secured at the base of the fuselage by a strip of balsa, notched to take the leg and 

lie flush with the fuselage edge. This and the strengthener from the nose, also 3-ply plates for the bamboo 

rubber pin at rear of fuselage, which are drilled for the pin after fitting in position, are cemented to the sides 

in the usual manner. The tail skid blocks are made from pieces of 3/16 X 1/8 balsa cut the depth of the 

fuselage. The skid shaped from 1/16 3-ply, is cemented between them. This unit is cemented complete to 

one side of the fuselage which will then appear as Fig. 1. The sides are now ready for connecting with cross 

braces. First cement the two widest pairs of cross braces with the fuselage resting on its back, and the sides 

dead upright over the plan view (centre drawing).  When set, cement the tail end at the skid block and the 

front at the nose cross braces. Rubber bands or any solid articles can be used to exert pressure against the 

braces and sides whilst setting. Then put in the remaining braces in pairs and connect the tail ends with a 

piece of balsa between them (shown in Fig. 3.). Cut tail plane spar slots (Fig. 3 and 4) after tail plane has 

been made. It is held down with a rubber band. A former of 1/16-ply cut-out to take the nosepiece is 

cemented to the front of the fuselage, which then appears as Fig. 2. The undercarriage legs now have wire 

axles bound and cemented in position after which the legs are faired with a piece of 1/8in balsa veneer, 

grooved to fit the leg and cemented on the outside and also against the bottom edge of the fuselage, Fig. 6. 

Each leg is then given a thin coat of cement and covered with tissue on both sides, allowing an overlap of 

1/4in on the edges and also up on to the fuselage both inside and outside. The 1” diameter aluminium wheels 

are kept on the axles with a few turns of thread cemented on, or the wire can be just turned back at right 

angles to the axle. 

The front cabin window is covered with a strip of cellophane, the others are painted on the sides later. 

THE MAINPLANE. All 10 ribs of 1/32 balsa veneer should be traced and carefully cut out to the size 

shown in Fig. 7. After cutting, hold them all together in a block and true them up with a sanding block. The 

slot for the centre spar can be made with a fine saw whilst they are held lightly in a vice. The leading edge 

spar of 1/4 X 3/16” balsa and trailing edge spar of 3/16 X 1/8 balsa must be sanded to the sections as 

indicated by the dotted portions on the rib drawing. The wing can now be built up flat on the drawing in the 

following manner : Pin the centre spar of 3/16 X 1/8 balsa down on the drawing and cement all ribs to it 

making sure they are perfectly vertical and true. When quite set, cement the leading and trailing edge spars 

to the ribs. Pins can be used to give a slight pressure against the ribs whilst setting. The wing tips of 1/4 X 
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3/16 balsa are sanded to shape after they have been cemented to the leading and trailing edge spars. The 

dihedral angle in the mainplane is made as follows : The leading edge spar and centre spar are cut through at 

the centre, the trailing edge spar being cut clean away between the centre ribs. The under sides of the 

remaining two spars are then sanded down on the under-sides to allow the centre ribs to lie flat on the table 

whilst the wing tips are supported at a height of 1”. The two halves are then joined together again by a piece 

of 1/32 balsa 1/4 deep, cut to a perfect fit between the centre ribs and cemented to these and the centre spar. 

The leading edge is also cemented together with a piece of 1/4 X 3/16 balsa shaped to carry out the rib 

section forward of the wing at this point, Fig. 8. A piece of the same stock is used between the ribs at the 

trailing edge and this is sanded down to the correct shape after the cement has set. Four small bamboo pegs 

are cemented in holes drilled at each corner of the centre section. These are anchor posts for the rubber 

bands which hold the wing down on the fuselage. 

THE TAIL PLANE AND FIN are made into one unit, Fig. 9. The spars and ribs of the former are cut from 

1/8” X 1/16” balsa strip. Cut three 6” spars and pin down in position on the drawing. Then cement tip ribs 

(of same strip size) against the ends of the spars and remaining 4 ribs on to the Stop of the spars. When set, 

sand off all sharp edges of the ribs, and cut away centre portion of trailing edge spar. The fin is cut from 

1/32 veneer, the portion forming the rudder being separated from the fin after cutting out the full shape. The 

rudder is fitted to the fin by pressing two pieces of fine copper wire into the fin 1 ½”  apart, allowing ¼” to 

project, the rudder being pressed on to them. Cement the fin on to the leading and centre spars of the 

tailplane and cement two short bamboo supports from the fin to the centre ribs of the tail plane. 

THE NOSEPIECE. This is shaped from a piece of satin walnut 1” X 1” X ½”, a hole being drilled at the 

point marked and at the correct angle, to take the propeller shaft bearing. Note the hole gives the bearing a 

very slight downwards angle at the front. 

THE PROPELLER consists of two flat blades cut from -1/16 3-ply, sanded on the edges dead equal and 

cemented into saw cuts made at the angles shown in Fig. 10, in a short wooden hub. A hole is drilled in the 

centre for the propeller shaft which is first pushed through the nose piece bearing, two collets slipped on and 

then pushed through the propeller, the end being turned back and pressed into the hub. A piece of valve 

tubing is used on the hook at the other end, to prevent this from cutting the rubber motor. 

COVERING. The fuselage is covered with Japanese tissue on the top and undersides only. Two pieces being 

used for the top and one for the underside. Cut the tissue roughly to the shape of the part to be covered, 

allowing a margin of 1” all round. The waste is trimmed off with a razor blade afterwards. Cover first from 

the nose to the cabin window, using paste to stick it down to the fuselage cross braces and then to the edges 

and sides of the fuselage, see Fig. 11. Then cover from the top of the cabin back to the cross brace in front of 

the tailplane leading edge slots. The piece for the undersurface is pasted to the nose cross brace and the last 

cross brace (leaving the last bay open to allow access to the motor pin), and then to the sides. To avoid 

wrinkles when covering, put the tissue on evenly under slight tension only. The mainplane is covered with 

two pieces. Start with the undersurface, pasting to each tip first, then leading and trailing edges, then trim off 

waste with razor blade. The top surface is covered in similar manner only the edges of the paper must 

overlap those of the under covering by 1/8” all round. The tail plane is covered on the top only, the tissue 

being pasted to the underside of the spars, end and centre ribs. 

SHRINKING THE COVERING. All parts which have been covered are given a very light brushing over 

with water, or better still, they can be sprayed with water from a fine scent spray. Allow to dry without heat 

and the tissue will become quite taut. Then give one or two thin coats of Cellon clear dope. 

COLOURING. The fuselage, fin and propeller can be given a coat of coloured dope or cellulose lacquer. 

Finishing lines, cabin windows, doors or lettering, can be added in indian ink. The original model is 

coloured aluminium with a scarlet band along each side of the fuselage. This was cut from a strip of paper 

ready coloured and outlined, then pasted to the fuselage. The nose-piece, propeller hub, and wheel centres, 

are also coloured to match the strip. ll outlines are done with a pen and Indian ink, and the windows on the 

sides of the cabin are indicated with light blue water colour paint. 

TBE MOTOR consists of 6 feet of 1/8 X 1/32 strip rubber tied into one loop which is then folded into three 

loops of equal length. Small rubber bands are used to keep the ends together. A little rubber lubricant must 

be well rubbed in before using. Attach one end of the motor to the nosepiece hook and slip the other end 

through the opening at the nose of the fuselage, until you can press the motor pin through loops at the rear 

end. 
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ASSEMBLING AND FLYING. Slip a 2in rubber band over the tail end of the fuselage forward of the 

tailplane slots. Fit the tail plane in the slots 

and stretch the band over the fin and back 

under the fuselage in front of the skid. If 

not light enough, twist it once or twice 

round the latter. The mainplane is held 

down with two similar bands which pass 

under the fuselage from one anchor post to 

the other. To test the model for flight, set 

the mainplane in the position indicated in 

the drawing (plan view) and launch the 

model (always nose into wind) for a gentle 

glide, without any turns on the motor. If 

the machine noses up and stalls, push the 

mainplane back along the fuselage about  

and test again until the correct setting is obtained and the model makes a steady glide and three point 

landing. If there is any tendency for the model to dive, even when the leading edge of the wing is level with 

the cabin window, then test the glide with a strip of 

1/16 balsa under the leading edge. This should not be necessary if the model has been built carefully to the 

instructions. When the glide is satisfactory, give the propeller about 50 turns and launch as shown in the 

photograph. Providing that the glide is satisfactory, any tendency of the model to over climb and stall when 

under power, can be prevented by placing a thin packing strip between the top of the nosepiece and the 

fuselage. When all settings are correct and the model makes a steady power flight and glide, give it an 

increasing number of turns for flights of longer duration and better altitude. 

 

Times gone by – 1936   (I just have to include this as what will be a  regular column if anyone 

recognises or can add to anything that appears over next few months please let me know James Parry) 

 

Two photographs of French Model enthusiasts taken at a meeting near Paris, organised by La Ligue 

Aeronautique De France.   
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S.A.M.E. Club Personalities – H C S Vaughan 
 

It is only when we hear from the old hands of the hobby who had to contend with unsuitable materials and 

were seriously handicapped by the scarcity of data on aircraft design that we realize how fortunate is the 

newcomer to the sport. 

In 1908, when Mr Vaughan started to build machines, the twin pusher type was the most popular and he 

built many successful monoplanes, biplanes and hydroplanes on that principal. Even flying scale models 

were produced before the war and we have a photograph of an Avro biplane built by him in 1914, which at 

the time must have been a most difficult task. 

In more recent years Mr. Vaughan has been 

successful in competitions organised by the 

Harrogate Model Aircraft Club, flying models 

constructed of balsa wood and tissue covered. 

It is not surprising to hear that his latest 

developments are in connection with petrol engined 

models and the photographs below show his first 

model of this type undergoing tests on Baildon Moor, 

which is ground used by the Bradford Club. A first 

flight which was timed for 25 mins. speaks well for 

the design of the model and its Hallam 13.5 c.c. 

engine. A total weight  of 4 lbs. 8 ozs. for a machine 

of 7 ft. span and 4 ft. long is also interesting 

information for those who contemplate building a 

petrol model plane. 

 

H. S. C. Vaughan launching at first competition of 

Bradford MAC on Baildon Moor. 
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Mr. H. S. C. VAUGHAN Chairman Bradford Model Aircraft Club. 

Messrs. Vaughan and Adcock making adjustments prior to first petrol model flight Jan. 20th. 1935. 

 

 

 
 

Letter to Mr C A Rippon. 

There’s no knowing what materials will be used next for those who like to try, this letter comes from No 2 

Hut, B. Squadron, R.A.F. Depot, Aboukir, Egypt. 

Dear Sir, 

I intended to write this some time ago, about 18 months ago in fact, but somehow it was passed over, and I 

was reminded about it the other day when looking through a few photographs. Perhaps an introduction, or as 

near as we can get to one, wouldn’t come amiss, but anyway, I had a few model aeroplane parts sent out by 

you when I was at Aden, where the model, a photo of which I enclose, was constructed, and I thought you 

may be interested. The model was a fairly successful attempt at all metal construction, made mainly of 

duralumin, a few of the dimensions I will give as far as I can remember. Span 43”, length 25”, total weight 
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approximately 12 ozs. It was fitted with a double motor (rubber), driving a 14” diameter duralumin airscrew 

through brass gear wheels. It was good for fairly regular flights of 30 seconds duration, and withstood 

collisions with obstructions when in flight with very little damage. The first flights with a 12” airscrew 

usually terminated with a full power crash from about 30 feet on to hard ground, resulting in only a bent 

airscrew and shaft. The fitting of the 14” airscrew in place of the 12” remedied that trouble. 

The aluminium wheels I obtained from you, likewise the gears, rubber and lubricant. 

The photo shows the plane to be twisted a little—that defect came out after it was covered and doped. 

I’m afraid I’ve been too busy with the real ones since then to make more models, but perhaps I’ll make 

another start later on. 

Well, I hope this has not wasted too much of your time, and I will close wishing you the best of luck and 

landings with the little machines. Yours sincerely, R. E. DAVERSON. 

 

 
A Hamleys airman holding an “ Ibis “ Monoplane which has a wing span of 40”. Its silver fuselage and 

orange wings make a picture only equalled by its performance of 24 mins. 52 sec. out of sight, officially 

timed by the Model Aircraft Club of Victoria, Australia. 

 

 
The Leytonstone and District M.A.C. Hon. Sec.: W. Rushen Esq., 48, Belgrave Street, London, E.1 

FLYING GROUNDS WANSTEAD FLATS - LONDON 

On May 24th the Club held its duration competition for light and heavy-weight shields. The light weight was 

won by Mr. G. S. Lewis with his H.W. Monoplane “ Wanderer,’’ wing span 3’ 6”, weight 3.5ozs., with a 

flight of 47. seconds. At the time of this competition the wind was gusty, but later in the day the wind was 

more calm, and unfortunately Mr. Lewis lost his model, which has not been seen since. The heavy-weight 

shield was won by Mr. A. Wharnsby with his H.W. monoplane, wing span 5’, weight 13,ozs., with a flight 

of 86.1 seconds. 
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A Group of Leytonstone and District M.Å.C. members with their models on the day of the competition 

described here. The Heavyweight Shield is in the foreground. 

 

 

Photos from David Hilldrup 
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The “Wildcat” Mark III 5 cc Diesel engine Aero Modeller April 1950 
 

In comparing the modern 

miniature engine with those 

of a few years ago one 

cannot help but remark on 

the greatly improved 

appearance which the latest 

engines possess. - It is 

obvious that British 

manufacturers have really 

got down to the job, and 

that a very great deal of 

money has been invested in dies, jigs, and precision equipment, in order that their products may have an 

appearance to match the improved performance. 

The use of die-castings has been chiefly responsible for the modern good looks; in fact, some of the modern 

die-cast components are little short of works of art. Before the end of the war the Americans were the 

acknowledged masters of diecasting, but to-day many of the  

British die-cast parts which are seen on these small engines are, if possible, superior to anything which the 

U.S.A. produce. 

In the “ Wildcat “ 5 c.c. Diesel engine we see an example of how good die-casting may give a most pleasing 

and modern appearance to an engine of quite orthodox design, retaining the well-known two-port exhaust 

system and direct-entry inlet. The advantages of this standard lay-out are that it usually produces an engine 

which is dead reliable, sturdy, and with a good power output at the medium speed ranges. We thus get an 

engine which is not exceptionally fast, as speeds go to-day, but which will develop a useful power output 

some where around the 9,000 to 10,000 mark. In comparison with full-sized aero and car engines, this speed 

is still incredibly high; that is, about twice or three times as great, but as some 

of the modern miniatures do not start to ‘ do their stuff “until about 12,000 to 14,000 r.p.m. has been 

reached, revs, of around 10,000 must be considered to be in the higher-medium range. Engines of the 

sturdy” Wildcat ‘ type are usually free from the petty annoyances and failures which are so often 

encountered in the super-speed jobs, and make their greatest appeal to those modellers interested in reliable, 

“ straight flight “ aeroplanes, rather than in the record breaking brick-bats at the end of a control line. 

The test of the “Wildcat” engine showed that it did, indeed, possess all the virtues associated with the type ; 

that is, good starting, freedom from trouble, and high power at medium revs. The engine seemed well-

balanced, and ran smoothly at all tested speeds, but it was found difficult to persuade it to exceed about 

11.000r.p.m. As the power output was falling rapidly at this speed there seemed little point in pushing it 

beyond the speeds intended by the design. 

TEST 

Engine : Wildcat Mk. III 5 c.c. Diesel 

Fuel: As recommended by the manufacturers    Starting: Exceptionally good at all times. Pulley and chord 

used for convenience of tests, but experimental hand-starting used from time to time. 

Running : Consistent at all speeds within the test range. The engine is rather sensitive to carburettor-needle 

setting. And careful adjustment is needed to ensure the best results. The carburettor is well-placed and easy 

to handle, so that correct adjustment was simple. The 

useful range of speeds seemed to lie between about 

4.000 and 10,000 r.p.m. 

B.H.P.: The power curve flattens considerably at the 

peak, so that maximum b.h.p. output of approx. .340 

was found to lie at about 10,000 to 10,300 r.p.m. 

Actual maximum figure was .341 b.h.p. at 10,050 

r.p.m.. but an increase of only 400 r.p.m. reduced the 

output figure to .330 b.h.p. Further speed increase 

lowered the figures rapidly, until, at 11,100 r.p.m.  
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output was down by about .120 b.h.p. Peak output was obtained without fuss or bother, and may be 

considered to be excellent.  

Checked Weight: 9.2 Ozs. including tank.  Power/Weight Ratio: .592 b.h.p./lb. 

Remarks : This engine was run-in for 14 hours at 4.000 r.p.m.: and no trouble was encountered throughout 

the tests. The engine is well made and well finished, and should provide a reliable general purpose unit 

GENERAL CONSTRUCTIONAL DATA 

Name: “Wildcat “. 

Manufacturers: Davies Charlton & Co., 13 Rainhall Road. Barnoldswick. Retail Price : £3 17. 6d. 

Delivery: Ex-stock. Spares: All spares by return of post 

Type : Diesel Specified Fuel: 10% Castor Oil, 40% Diesel Oil, 50% Ether. Capacity: 5.24c.c., .32 cu. ins. 

Weight (bare) : 7 3/4ozs. (Excluding Ext. Hub and Spinner). 

Compression Ratio: 18: I. 

Mounting: Beam. upright and inverted.   Recommended Airscrew : 13 ins. x 6 ins. Flywheel: 21/4 ins, dia. X 

1/2 in. width. Brass or cast iron. 

Bore: .6875 ins  Stroke .875.  Cylinder: Aluminium with meehanite liner. Attached to crankcase by 4 screws 

Cylinder Head: Finned aluminium- Attached to cylinder by 4 screws. 

Crankcase: Die-cast. D.T.D. 424. Piston: Flat top. No rings. Connecting Rod: Duralumin. 

Crankpin Bearing: Plain. Crankshaft: One piece. hardened ground and lapped in high tensile steel 

Main Bearing: Meehanite Bush. Little End Bearing: Plain. Cylinder Liner: Meehanite. 

Special Features : Designed to give easy starting and easy handling characteristics, under all conditions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
James, 
The DC Wildcat Mk III isn’t all that rare, even today. Mine has been in my possession for more than 40 
years, so I decided that perhaps it was time for a little running session. 
To be honest, I was a bit disappointed. Many other late forties diesels are better runners. Perhaps it’s 
just that mine is more or less new... 
Anyway, you can judge for yourself, and see the DC Wildcat Mk III here: 

http://youtu.be/2cgo3Ad-CXg                 Brian 

http://youtu.be/2cgo3Ad-CXg
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From Tom Miller - Arizona USA  -  March 16, 2014. 

 
Greetings from the Arizona Desert where the sun shines and the heat sizzles, actually, the spring and fall 

seasons are very nice, usually, we had a free flight contest scheduled yesterday but not many people showed 

up.  They were probably forewarned as to “breezy” weather conditions.  When those of us who did arrive we 

were greeted with breezy winds, but, a few of us made some test flights but an hour later “breezy” turned to 

“extremely windy”, we had to pack up and go home, so goes the lot of the free flighter. 

Enclosed are a few photos of my latest efforts, the one with the ignition engine is the Aerbo, not flown yet.  

Also, I have removed the ignition engine and will be installing an Elphin Diesel.  I know diesels are old hat 

to you fellows, but I have hopes (and, no experience) with them.  The one on the black table is the 1939 

Zipper, I built one many years ago and flew it with some success.  But this one has an E D Hunter diesel in it 

which I’m just learning how to start.  They sure are different from the glow plug engines which we usually 

use, but so far, I’m liking the experience. 

The last photo is of a 300 sq. in. Hysteria which is an old design from the 1950’s by Dick Mathis, or a she is 

known here as “Fast Richard”.  Although it’s an old design it is still quite competitive.  I have built and 

flown them in all sizes including the 1/2A with a T.D. 049 in it, (as this one is), the 600 sq. in. which was 

my first one used a Norvel .15.  However, a Cox Conquest or OS Max 19 are also great in it.  I enlarged the 

plansfor my largest one which was 900 sq. in., a rear handful but if the free flighters among you want a hot 

climber and floating glide, this is your model.  The only fault I find with it is the outboard panel wing 

dihedral joint. It’s a compound angle and is quite sensitive on a D.T. landing.  But, in all fairness if it lands 

in tall grass it’s not a problem.  Here in the desert the ground is like cement and I haven’t found a suitable 

solution for hard landings, plus the rudder underneath tends to give a hatching action, but, it’s one of my 

favorite model designs so I will continue building and flying it. 

 
1/2A Hysteria 
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Zipper 
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Aerbo 
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Photos from Peter Renggli and Urs Brand 

 

 
 

 
Der Kleine UHU 

 

 
Tiger 1967 
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Urs Rindisbacher 
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Mighty Mouse a .5 cc C/L stunter by M Kelly from Model Aircraft May 1953 
 

Mighty Mouse is a fast sensitive little 

stunter that will do all the tricks on 30 ft. 

thread lines. There is no need to stint the 

dope to get performance.  With a  6 X 5 or 

7 X 5 prop swinging at around 10,000 revs, 

she has power to spare. 

Wings . 

Take two strips of hard  1/8in. sq. balsa for 

the mainspars and mark the rib locations 

on them. Cement ribs and spars together 

before fitting leading and trailing edges. 

The leading edge is sanded to a smooth profile but the trailing edge is left square. The tips are built up on the 

wing from laminations of 1/16 in. sheet balsa with the grain running vertically to enable easy bending. 

The control system is now fitted to the wing. First, cement the bellcrank baseboard to the lower mainspar, 

then having joined the lead out wires and pushrod to the bellcrank and eliminated any stiffness of 

movement, slide the lead out wires into their place in the wing, and pass an 8 B.A. bolt straight through 

lower mainspar, bellcrank baseboard, bellcrank and upper mainspar. There need be no fear of weakening the 

wings, for stresses are taken through the centre section sheeting and bellcrank baseboard at this point. The 

bolt is locked to the bellcrank baseboard by a nut screwed on just before the bellcrank, which is packed out 

to a satisfactory position with washers. 

Sheet the wing centre section and cut slots for the engine bearers and tank vent. At this point the cockpit 

former is slipped over the pushrod and glued to the trailing edge. Check the controls for full and free 

movement and if all is well, cover the wing with lightweight rag tissue and give three coats of clear dope. 

The flaps are now built, covered and doped. Slot the 16 gauge wire pivots into each end and cement them in 

place, then slip on the ply pivot bearings and attach the flaps to the wings by cementing the bearings to the 

trailing edge. 

Fuselage 

The fuselage is so intimately welded to the wings, it may look rather involved. First the engine bearers, tank 

and front bulkhead are cemented together, the dash bulkhead cemented on and all thoroughly doped. Fit 

Neoprene extensions to the tank vents and cement the whole assembly to the wing. Sheet around the lower 

tank vent where it protrudes from the wing. The fuselage sides are cut to the shape shown on the plan and 

cemented to the underdeck. When dry, cement and pin the fuselage sides to the front fuselage and wings and 

fit the remaining bulkhead in the rear fuselage. Cement the backbone in place and fair it into the fuselage 

sides. The tailplane is cemented to the rear fuselage sides and connected to the pushrod. It should be 

examined for line up with the wings, and flap movement (10 deg.) and elevator movement (20 deg.) checked 

before the fin is attached. Curve the fin to starboard 2-5 deg. to help line tension, and fair it to the fuselage 

with plenty of cement. The cockpit may be decorated now and a pilot fitted if desired, then cement in place 

the canopy former, colour dope it, and cement the celluloid canopy sides in place. 

The cowl is best carved from soft block. It is preferable to test fly without the cowl or spinner, so that these 

may be permanently fixed on when the motor has bedded down, offset has been adjusted and it is running 

reliably. The undercarriage is a non-essential fitting that will reduce performance, but enable realistic take 

offs and landings to be made. The wheels are a balsa ply sandwich, bushed by filling the hubs with cement 

and allowing them to set on their axles. They can then be freed when dry, and will run smoothly. 

Flying 

Before flying under power, whip Mighty Mouse on 10 ft. lines and check that it can be stalled fully both 

upright and inverted. This is to ensure that your elevators can handle the pitching movement set up by the 

flap. After this test has been completed, prepare your thread lines by doping to reduce wind resistance. 

First flights are best conducted on a fairly windless day. An E.D. 6 in. plastic prop as made for their .5 c.c. 

motor gives good thrust on an Albon Dart, as it operates at the high revs at which the Dart gives its best 

power. 
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More Popsie's from Dave Bishop 
 

In 1951 , one of the models I loved at first site in Aeromodeller magazine was Popsie designed by Vic 

Smeed. It was a short  stubby fuselaged, high wing 39" wingspan and the recommended engine to be "up 

front," was a Mills .75 diesel.  Popsie flew exactly as I hoped it would and simply poodled around the sky in 

a scale like manner. It stayed within the back of my mind for many years as a future build, and also possible 

radio assist. 

 

Imagine my delight when some 16 years ago, I was "working" at Old  Warden on the radio control area 

where I saw  an enlarged  58" wingspan version of Popsie proudly sitting on the perimeter fence,  along with 

its builder Tony Tomlin. It had a slight "difference," namely that he had fitted small ailerons which he 

coupled up with the rudder. He had also beefed it up a little. Tony admits to being a "heavy" builder (like 

me).  He told me later that he had scaled it up at 1.5 - 1 and the power up front was a Saito 40. He had 

reduced the dihedral and it was covered in Solartex. It did suffer with ground looping and on one hard 

landing had burst one of the rubber tyres,  which resulted in a change of wheels.  He had carried in the 

cockpit  a cheap 35 mm film camera which was first of all looking down through a hatch. This was changed 

later to looking slightly downwards from the cockpit and arranged that the top of the picture included the 

wing tip for proper effect. He was pleased with some of the pictures after that modification especially those 

taken when Popsie was flying at Epsom Downs. 

 

Tony Tomlin and his wife Pam, are also very involved in running the Vintage radio events at Middle Wallop 

airfield and the days this year when everyone can go along to fly their models (along with their BMFA 

insurance policy) from 10am - 5pm, are; April 27 - June 1- August 24 and September 28. Along with that 

our esteemed  Sticks & Tissue editor James Parry, will be running a control line event on those dates at the 

same venue. Should you wish for any enquiries  Tony can be contacted on 0208 641 3505. 

 

"The place to go" every year is  Old Warden and it was last year I was invited to yet another event  run by 

ADH publications and R/C Model Flyer magazine editor, Ken Sheppard and his wife Sheila. Helping those 

two people are the lovable Mike and Joan Reynolds. You'll remember that it was Mike who designed the 

large version of Tomboy into a 60" wingspan radio assist aeroplane and renaming it Big Boy. Later on, I'm 

thrilled to say, that after some 60 plus years of flying radio controlled models, I passed my BMFA "A"  test 

with Big Boy. 

 

So at that particular 2013 Old Warden, I came upon a huge Tomboy standing outside the Belair kit 

manufactures stand. The genial owner is Leon Cole, who told me that his Tomboy had a wingspan of 120" 

and weighed 24lbs. It was powered by a 26cc Evolution petrol engine. Leon kindly gave me permission to 

have his sons Josun and Edward to be photographed standing behind it to show off its actual size. (I am an 

official Press Card holder and I always obtain permission for pictures of children for future publication.   It 

was further personal Popsie interest which came to light after talking to Leon who told me that he has almost 

1,000 kits of every sort, available off the shelf. The thing was that whilst chatting to him, he told me that he 

was also interested in a larger Popsie and he would produce a plan and part kit including a large nose cowl, 

instead of the huge block of carved balsa wood, as had been on the original 1950's design. But it was his 

explanation that Belair wasn't a "part time"  hobby but a full time business and that the kit would be 

designed and kitted in 16 days. And true to his words through the post just over a fortnight later came this 

very big box with parts beautifully cut and ship shape. The man Leon Cole is so helpful and he said that we 

could fly his and mine (when it is completed) together at this year's 2014 events at Old Warden.  How kind 

is that! 

 Leon Cole, can be reached (and always answered) by contacting his Belair Kits company on 

 +44 (0)1362 668658 or www.belairkits.com 

 

And finally after shifting through my hundreds of photographs I thought I would include just a few of them 

for this month's S&T as follows; 
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Lovely Ben Buckle with a friend and model at Old Warden in 1986. (any S&T readers give some more 

information?) 

 

 
Epsom racecourse in 2010 and Tony Tomlin with his Zoot Soot. 

 

 
Epsom racecourse and a Fox glider by Nigel Pearce in 2010. 
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A Lola R/C in September 2011 at Epsom racecourse and a big smile from you know who! 

 

 
A nice free flight single blade aeroplane, again at Epsom racecourse in 2010. 
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A dear little Chuckie in 2009 at Epsom racecourse. 

 

 
A nice control line Handley Page Harrow at Old Warden on July 21 - 2013. 

 

 
Side view of Tony Tomlin's 1998 Popsie showing the cockpit mounted camera. 
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Tony Tomlin's uncovered 58" wingspan version of Popsie in 1998. 

 

 
Top view of Tony Tomlin's 1998 Popsie with the Saito 40 and small ailerons. 

 

 
Tony Tomlin's Popsie at Old Warden in 1998 where I fell in love with it all over again 
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One of Tony Tomlin's camera pictures taken from his Popsie at Epsom racecourse. 

 
 Belair's  Leon Cole's  pretty pink electric Popsie at 60" wingspan in all its glory and ready to  go at Old 

Warden this year.  All the best, Dave Bishop of DB Sound. 
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“Over the Counter” KIT REVIEW” 
There are to be six models in this new series of 

semi-scale rubber powered designs, all of 

approximately 18 in. wing span. Chosen for our 

review is the low-wing cabin Raven. Others 

include a biplane, two shoulder-wing “sports” 

models (one with a butterfly tail), a high wing 

cabin monoplane and a low wing design with 

tricycle undercarriage and twin fins-variety 

enough to form a most attractive fleet. 

We particularly commend the completeness of 

these kits. All the sheet parts are die Cut and 

here we noticed a slight difference in technique. 

International model aircraft, pioneers of die-cut 

sheet, have up to now usually employed a 

system where the individual parts are” tagged” 

to the main sheet, so that these tags have to be 

broken away or parted with a razor blade to 

separate individual pieces. Sheet pieces now are 

completely cut through and push out readily and 

easily. The completely finished propeller 

assembly is also an attractive item, comprising 

plastic propller, nose button, propeller shaft and 

thrust washer, all assembled ready to fit to the 

completed model. Wire undercarriage parts are 

ready bent and light weight scale-type plastic 

wheels are provided. The whole model could, in 

fact, be made with no more equipment than a 

razor blade and a few pins, and some flat 

surface to lay the plan over. Cutting is restricted 

to trimming the wing spars and cutting a few 

small pieces of strip to size. Only the wings 

need “pinning down” technique. Personally, we 

enjoy making up models of this type. They are 

fun to build and take so little time. 

Remembering our own hard struggles in more 

youthful days to produce semi-scale flying 

models from sheet, strip and plenty of 

imagination (and no plan!) we think the younger 

aeromodellers of today have all the advantages. 

The price of these kits is well within the popular 

range and quality is first class. Compared with 

the Frog Junior series 

they are really no harder to construct, in spite of 

the built-up wing. Being just that bit bigger in 

size their flying performance is that much 

better. An ideal introduction to aeromodelling, 

in fact, and the kind of series which makes up 

into a most interesting range of models with an 

appeal to all modellers not 100 per cent. contest 

fliers.   Model Aircraft August 1953 
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David Kinsella’s Column 
 

The ED Story - VlI 

Really small engines were popular in 1952 and ED offered their .46cc Baby, the first having several circular 

holes for the exhaust (I used my first Baby in several models even RTP operations, and had good results 

with an airscrew driven hydroplane). The 1.46cc Hornet followed. Common in the car industry and 

elsewhere, ED regularly bought examples of motors from the opposition and incorporated any deamon 

tweaks discovered. Plans to dump the ageing Comp Special stalled in the face of strong sales and the elegant 

motor (I love tall designs like the American Orwick) ran on to almost the end of the ‘original’ ED firm,  the 

Comp’s marine ability much appreciated.  Jim Donald took over the helm from Jack Ballard and 

remembering the Channel crossing and the wallop of publicity that followed, launched a successful crossing 

by air on 21 September 1954. ED’s Radio Queen, their only kit, Taplin-drawn and powered by a 3.46cc 

Hunter diesel, was followed to France by an Auster with Twisty controlling the latest ED 3-reed receiver. 

Heavy at start with even fuel in the wings, take off and climb-out had been in the sure hands of Sid Allen. 

The flight took just 40 minutes, flying at some 3000ft - and then the model vanished! Twisty Honnest 

Redlitch had done it but? 

 

Just Like Fred  

Spirited hoofing with the high life in Park Lane made me look for some reference to 

DH Comet Grosvenor House, winner of the great race to Australia in 1934. No 

plaque to date but there are plans. Bright red with a white striper G-ACSS in restored 

condition lives at Old Warden. Two more of the five built are under restoration. 

(original cost £5000 each) and following them in Hatfield days was the similar 

Mosquito fighter/bomber our famous ‘wooden wonder’ and mount of heroes in the 

days of derring do. 

More Scores 

The Viv Leigh season at the BFI let us see test pilot Freddie (Kenneth More) and Hes (Vivien Leigh) as the 

judge’s wife in love with the ex fighter pilot who plays golf and does 90mph in his friend’s Alfa. We enjoy a 

line of Gloster Javelins at an air show and an all-white Vulcan (Rowly Falk?) making low passes and a 

Hunter likewise. Shot in 1955 (More’s Bader to follow a year later), Hes is mighty glamorous for a judge’s 

wife but Freddie fits perfectly as the happy-go-lucky fighter boy so alive having cheated death. Another 

good one from Rattigan in Sound Barrier (1952).  

 

Racing West 

One of a set of seven to mark Great Western 150, Eric Bottomley GRA gives us torpedo-nosed King Henry 

VII storming out of Twerton Tunnel, Bath, while high above airship 

Hindenburg drifts in from America on her way to the lofty mooring 

mast at Cardington. Collett of the GWR thought streamlining rather 

silly but went with it in line with the LMS and LNER. Here the one-off 

King carries a 185 reporting number and a feather of steam indicates 

that a water injector is on. With a brace shot, the roar and rattle of the 

mighty express grabs the gamekeeper’s attention and possibly drowns 

out the lusty roar of Maybachs above. Charles Benjamin Collett rests in 

an unmarked grave in Wimbledon, his Castles and Kings among the 

best 4-cylinders in the world. 

 

A Mug For Men 

If you’re a Hornby man, then the last cuppa of the day will taste better in a Hornby mug. Sold at 

Waterstones for a fiver or so, spiffing illustrations feature a lunging express in LMS red flat out on the main 

line. Old Frank believed in socking the tinplate message to his disciples and so a stirring text and ripsnorting 

artwork were essential. This sturdy mug is ideal for a Tizer or two as you erect for VTR victory or tend your 

Tigers. 
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Golden Age Adventure 

Bob Bluffield’s new book - Over Empires and Oceans - wafts us away to the heady days of radials, rigging 

and straining canvas. Flying boats too, the clink of ice in the G&T as we take off from Southampton for 

distant lands.  A great read to stand with Bob’s Imperial Airways (225 

pages, 2009) 

 

Commerce Raider  

Pictured is detail from a recent Middlebrook.   During the Spanish Civil War 

(1936-39) pocket battleship Admiral Graf Spee and others spent time in the 

Mediterranean Graf Spee there on three occasions. With Gibraltar as the 

perfect backdrop, Roger Middlebrook gives us Graf Spee in company with 

famous racing yawl Nordwind the favourite of Grand-Admiral Karl Donitz. 

Studded with fascinating detail Graf Spee shield at the bow, recognition 

stripes across the 11in turrets, spotter biplane ready to fly off - full colour 

prints are available from Hansen Fine Art (0844 544 4671). These days 

restored Nordwind races on, the hulk of Graf Spee rests in the River Plate and the 

1956 movie with Peter Finch as the German captain is readily available. Always a 

star at the GAvA London Exhibition, Roger Middlebrook’s successes include a 

12-picture calendar for the Royal Air Porce and a one-man show for the Swedish 

Air  Force. Good stuff from a star student of the Slade School of Fine Art. 

 

Ron’s Baby 

Vintage for sure and beefy too! I remember a fine Battler (S&T 80) at the first day 

dedicated to Ron Moulton. Old Warden was the place, Ron’s family in full support 

with a large display tent and I turned up with a very large Cody Kite, two-tone 

blue piped in red and made for me by Dick Godden of the pre WWI Clapham 

Common Kite Club. The Battler (Amco 3.5) was a stunner and looked really good, David Finch and Roger 

Gedge and other chums in force making it a day to remember, me calling for three cheers at the end. 

 

ITMA! 

Vintage fires burn bright i. the midlands as evidenced by two spiffing models from our David Finch. 

Ridley/Oliver power hauls the superlight Tiger Terror while a very correct Mills in the open cockpit 

Phantom Mite is perfect for this year’s celebration of Keil Kraft’s little trainer. Midlands enthusiast 

myself with strong links there (not forgetting chums in Manchester and Liverpool), again I refer to David’s 

magnum opus in the current SAM 35 Year book.  ITMA?  Ask an OAP. 

 

Big Stuff  

Leaders love big projects. A table-like high level runway next to the House of Commons and a bridge across 

the Channel are two that spring to mind. Some made it despite a mighty struggle, Sonning Cutting and the 

Panama Canal being two that serve us well. 

 

War Veteran 

Until Ferrari withdrew from Le Mans and other events to concentrate 

on Grand Prix racing, it regularly took on serious beef from Ford and 

Shelby. Various books refer to the Ferrari wars of the period one hairy 

combatant being the big-inch bolide pictured here. H&H Auctions keep 

me posted this 6.6 litre V8 Daytona Cobra on the block In 2013 . Good 

for 210mph fifty years ago, a stubby stick shifts six gears as you 

prepare for the Mulsanne or stride across France to the sun. And great for tennis club wowing. 

Lunch, I Think 

Yet another pilot with bad eyesight relied on a range of glasses. He’d run through the memorised test chart - 

not realising that it had, been changed!  Taken to lunch by the examiner, sets of spectacles were suggested. 
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A full flying career followed in Mosquitos and other craft and a book too, a copy signed to me and on my 

shelf. 

 

The Real McCoy 

One of these big 60s in the cabinet always inspires. They came in a metal 

box along with a bunch of instructions. A while ago now the late Arne 

Hende produced impressive replica McCoy 60s Dick McCoy’s approval 

part of the paperwork. Sensational for me when I first saw it, Gordon 

Yeldham of Voodoo and Belfairs MAC fame had one in a black Speed 

model. These days really good ones are expensive— but worth it 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Must go events in near future 
 

6 April   Tomboy Wessex Aromodellers League   Wimborne MAC - Cashmoor  

   

13 April  Control Line - six grass circles Wimborne MAC - Cashmoor  

  

20 April  RC Vintage Open Fun fly.  Bill Longley may do his VPD   

                                    DMFG Nr Blandford  Forum £4 entrance per flyer  

   

27 April  RC FF CL Middle Wallop 

 

27 April  600  RES Wessex Aromodellers League   electric gliding comp  Wimborne MAC – 

                                   Cashmoor  

     

18 May  Tomboy   Wessex Aeromodellers League    Wincanton Falcons 

  

24/25/26 May  RC Vintage open event at Norton Shilton Nr Brize Norton     Nick Blackwell 

                                    Camping available contact Nick          nick@nickblackwell.co.uk 

 

31 May  600  RES Wessex Aromodellers League   electric gliding comp  at DMFG Nr  

                                    Blandford Forum 

 

More details email me James Parry     jamesiparry@talktalk.net 

 

 

 

mailto:nick@nickblackwell.co.uk
mailto:jamesiparry@talktalk.net
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(I went to this event last year and it was most enjoyableJP) 
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News from SAM 35 
Many of you will know that Sam 35's traditional home is Old Warden. This year, as usual,  we are 
supporting ModelAir and running competitions/events at their meetings. This is especially true for 
control line as full programmes of competitions are scheduled for both the Saturday and Sunday of 
all the meetings.  New this year are competitions for Vic Smeed's Scatterbrain biplane stunter, the 
APS plan T Tray and Profile Thompson Trophy racers. These coupled with the vast array of 
control line activities and competitions make these meetings unique and a not to be missed 
spectacle. The dates are May 3/4, July 19/20 and September 27/28. 
 
This year we will be running single channel spot landing competitions on all three Sundays. The 
Mayfly will be for the Mercury Magna, the Scale Weekend is for any model and as described 
below, the Festival of Flight for Vic Smeed designs. These comps are proving very popular and a 
great spectator sport! 
 
The Scale weekend Sunday is where the KK Trophy is awarded to a sports free flight model that 
catches the eye of the judges. Low key yes, but his year it could be you!  Additionally, there is 
emphasis on control line scale in various categories with the award of a splendid silver mounted 
decanter donated by Andrew Housden, SAM35 Secretary, to the entry adjudged to be the best 
overall in terms of scale fidelity, construction and flight performance. 
 
The September meeting in particular is special for many reasons. We honour one of the  Modelling 
giants, Vic Smeed, by holding a single channel spot landing competition for any of his designs that 
would have been powered by a Mills 75, and displaying models of his designs for all to see and 
select a wining model. Also at this meeting there will be a competition for models powered by any 
original Mills engine.  2014 marks the 50th anniversary of the ceasing of production of the famous 

Mills range of diesels, and  to commemorate this SAM35's Andrew Housden has put up a “Mills 

Diesel” trophy. Basically, this is for any type of model aircraft (ie control line, FF, RTM, etc) 

powered by an original Mills diesel – so no Boddos, Attachports, Irvines, Hobbs, Giles, Indian et 

al.  Marks will be awarded for originality of the engine, workmanship in the model’s 

construction/use of period materials, and flight performance.  Turning up with a Mills 2.4 and a can 

of Mills Blue Label fuel could well earn extra points! Again these models will be presented for all to 
see and someone will win this special silver trophy that can be retained in perpetuity; there are 
also second and third prizes! 
 
Retro/Vintage event Pontefract on 8th June. 
This fabulous event will be running again for the third year. Sam 35 is running duration and single 
channel competitions at the meeting as well as flying vintage CL in two circles. See 
http://www.pandasaero.co.uk/vintage.html for all the details. 
 
Sam 35 Indian Summer Meeting Barkston Heath Sun 21st September 
This one day meeting will be the same format as last year's Oktober Fest with Free Flight, Control 
Line and RTM, and possibly radio control. Some comps may well be forerunners for the Retro 
Nats to be held in May next year also at Barkston. Keep checking the SAM 35 web site for details 
and of course the monthly SAM 35 Speaks magazine. 
 
For more details contact Ian Lever 01706 659603 email: ian.lever@ntlworld.comTo join Sam 35 
contact Kevin Richards 01609 772818 email: kevin.richards2@tiscali.co.uk 

http://www.pandasaero.co.uk/vintage.html
mailto:ian.lever@ntlworld.com
mailto:kevin.richards2@tiscali.co.uk
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Leon Cole 

Belair Kits 

Tel: +44 (0)1362 668658 

www.belairkits.com 

 

Follow us on Facebook https://www.facebook.com/pages/Belair-Kits/1448177428736984 

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Belair-Kits/1448177428736984
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Stockist of traditional, all balsa, CL, FF & RC Kits from BHM …Cox 049 Engines & 

Spares…CL Accessories…..Merlin Glow Plugs 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BHM Kits and Cox 049 Engines from under £20….Great value, 
high quality Glow Plugs from Merlin….hard to find CL 

accessories at sensible prices 
 

 

On Line shop at www.densmodelsupplies.co.uk 
Or phone Den on 01983 616603 for traditional service 
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The Vintage Model Company 
 

 
 

Whether you're new to model building or an old hand, we have a kit to delight and entertain you.  

Model kits make great presents - not just because they look great when they're finished but because they offer the 

recipient hours of enjoyment, the ability to learn new skills and the sense of achievement when the model's 

complete.  

Our current range of precision laser-cut balsa kits hark back to an era of aeromodelling where "stick and tissue" 

planes were all the rage and a Sunday morning at the park would see dads and sons flying (and crashing!) rubber 

powered aircraft in every direction.  

Almost all the kits in our ranges can be converted to radio control (RC) planes and many can take electric or fuel 

powered engines.  

http://www.vintagemodelcompany.com/ 

 

http://www.vintagemodelcompany.com/

